
TRIARC



Three intersecting brass discs hang from a single drop rod. 
Grouped together with two or more pendants – a trio of Triarcs, 
for example – it creates a sculptural focal point, a stunning visual 
statement. Available with opal or black diffusers.

The evolution of a design 
can be fascinating. A 
freehand sketch on 
an iPad develops into 
more sophisticated 
iterations – many, many 
iterations in some cases 
– before translating into 
a formalised CAD design 
with consideration for 
technical aspects and 
the limits of modern 
engineering. Triarc started 
as a series of concentric 
circles and eventually 
flowered into this dramatic 
pendant.

DESIGN NOTESPRODUCT CODE
TRC0010 – Triarc Pendant Light - Black

TRC0011 – Triarc Pendant Light - Opal

MATERIALS
Brass, Polycarbonate

FINISHES
Brushed brass lacquered as standard

Black or Opal polycarbonate diffusers

Custom finishes available

DIMMING
Mains dimmable / TRIAC

LIGHT SOURCE
9x 4W LED G9 lamps (supplied)

120/240V, 2700k

LED lamp only MAX 12W

WEIGHT
14kg net, 15kg gross

CEILING CANOPY
Brushed brass round ceiling canopy

H 30 x Ø 120mm

89mm/3.5in mounting positions 

SUSPENSION
Custom length brass drop rod supplied

Length to be specified upon order

TRIARC PENDANT LIGHT 
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BIDE WALL LIGHT

Specification Sheet

Description:
Designed to be used in multiples, overlapping 
and intertwining, to create beautiful sculptural 
silhouettes which exude a soft warm ambient 
glow, Bide is a playful, contemporary modular 
wall light which can transform and elevate any 
interior style. Both functional and decorative, the 
design combines sophisticated brushed brass and 
delicate alabaster with an IP rated integral LED.

Light Source:
 - 6W IP rated LED

Voltage:
 - UK/EU - 230V Integral Mains Dimmable Driver
 - US    - Currently unavailable

Material Finish:
 - Brass lacquered as standard
 - Brass or Nickel Metalwork
 - Alabaster Stone Facade

Weight:

 - Large   = 2.3kg
 - Small   = 1.3kg

IP Rating:

 - Suitable for wet areas
 - Correct installation of fixture in a wet area is the  

 responsibility of the installer.
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